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Abstract 
We construct under CH a countable FrCchet topological group with sequential non-FrCchet square 
and a countable FrCchet ui-group which is not oz. We also give a simple proof that for FrCchet 
topological groups (11.5 is equivalent to CYI This answers some questions of D. Shakhmatov. 0 1999 
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1. Introduction and preliminary results 
First-countable and Frechet spaces are classical notions arising from an attempt o carry 
over the techniques of metric spaces to more general classes of topological spaces. In a 
Fre’chet space X, any point 2 E X lying in the closure of some subset A C X is a limit 
point of a convergent sequence in A. The next step in generalization is sequentiality. 
By definition, a space X is sequential if any nonclosed subset A 2 X contains a 
sequence converging to a point in the complement of A. Sequentiality proved to be a 
useful generalization of Frechetness, as a product of two Frechet spaces one of which is 
countably compact need not be Frechet (see [20]) while it is always sequential [9]. 
A natural set of conditions that give the Frechetness of the product was defined by 
A.V. Arhangel’skii in [3] and has been studied since then by many authors (see [6,12- 
14,171 and bibliography there). The classes of spaces defined by A. Arhangel’skii are 
now called ol-spaces where i = 1. 1.5.2.3.4. 
On the other hand Frechetness and sequentiality play a very important role in func- 
tional analysis where many classical techniques deal with convergence of functions, 
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operators, functionals, etc. One of the problems having its roots in functional analysis is 
metrization of topological groups. The classical Birkhoff-Kakutani theorem states that 
for Hausdorff topological groups first-countability is equivalent to metrizability. Thus 
it is natural to look for metrization conditions in the form of a strengthened FrCchet 
property. 
P Nyikos’ paper [l l] was an important step in this direction. He showed that Frechet 
topological groups were CY~ and applied this fact to the solution of a question by 
Arhangel’skii about metrizability of topological groups having a countable weak base. 
In the same paper he posed a question whether a similar looking property was satisfied 
by every Frechet topological group. 
The property was shown to be ~2 and in [ 171 D. Shakhmatov answered the question of 
P. Nyikos negatively by constructing in a model of ZFC obtained by adding uncountably 
many Cohen reals an example of a FrCchet topological group which is not ~3. [ 171 also 
contains a construction of a Frechet CQ non QI topological group in the same model. 
Such a group as well as a topological vector space were also constructed in [12] by 
P. Nyikos under p = 6. 
In [ 171 D. Shakhmatov asked which implications besides the natural ones held for ~ri- 
properties in (countable) topological groups. His examples showed that neither ~3 =+ (~4 
nor ~1.5 + (~2 is reversible so the natural question is whether the same is true about 
a2 + CQ and cyt =+ CY~.~. In the final remark he pointed out a gap in Malykhin’s 
construction [8] of a countable Frechet topological group with non-Frechet square and 
posed a question about existence of such a group. 
Two countable Frechet topological groups with sequential non-Frechet square were 
constructed in [ 191. In the case of general (even compact) topological spaces there is 
no difference between product and square for it is possible to take the union of the two 
spaces whose square will contain the initial product. Since no such tool is available in 
the case of topological groups other techniques are needed. 
In the present paper we construct under CH a countable Frechet topological group with 
sequential non-Frechet square and a countable sequential topological cry-group (which 
is Frechet by a result in [l 11) which is not ~2 and give a simple proof that for Frechet 
topological groups at .5 is equivalent to o 1 thus answering the questions of D. Shakhmatov 
mentioned above. 
The topology of each example is determined by a family of compact subsets of some 
first-countable group (either Q or Q x Q) which is constructed by transfinite induction 
so that the topology is also a common refinement of a family of first-countable group 
topologies finer than the initial topology of the group. 
Let us now define the main notions. Let X be a topological space, S be a countable 
subset of X. Let us say that S converges to a point cc E X if SU {x} is a compact subset 
of X with a unique nonisolated point 5. A family {Sn}nEw of countable subsets of X 
is called a normal sheaf with vertex x E X if each S, converges to x and S, n S,! = 8 
if n # n’. A point x E X is called an cri-point where i = 1, 1.5: 2,3,4 if for any normal 
sheaf {Sn}n~w with vertex 1c there exists an S C X such that S converges to x and the 
corresponding property holds 
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(0, ) S n S, is cofinite in S, for every n E w, 
(oi.5) S n S, is cofinite in S, for infinitely many n E LJ, 
(02) S n S,, is infinite for every 71 E w’, 
(03) S n S,, is infinite for infinitely many n E LJ, 
((14) S n S, is nonempty for infinitely many n E w. 
If for some i = 1, 1 S, 2,3: 4 every point in X is an ai-point then X is called an N;- 
spuce. In [12] a slightly different definition of o,-properties is given which is equivalent 
to the one above. Now 
and it is shown in [12] that these implications are not reversible for compact spaces. 
All spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff. If G is a group then e denotes the unit 
element of G, if G is commutative then the notation 0 for the unit element is used. 
Let G denote either Q or Q x Q. Then for any n E Q, b E G the element u, . h E 
G is naturally defined. Let Z = (al.. . . ,a,) E Q”, b’ = (bi:. . . . b,) E G”. Denote 
(Z.C) = al b, ff. . + alL h,, E G. If 2 = (Ki, . . K,) and each Ki is a subset 
of G then denote (Z,&) = ai Ki + ... + n,, K,, C G. If K C G denote Z(K) = 
ni . K + ‘. . + a, . K C G. Let SrlQ : Q \ (0) --7‘ w be a l-l map. Put no = x and 
QM = {((II >. . . , uk) 1 no 6 M or a2 = O! k < M}. Put Q” = lJhlEw Q&f. 
Let us introduce some terminology for subsets of w’. A subset c 2 w* is called 
(1) thick if I{~J, E w 1 /c7 n {n} x wl = No}/ = No, 
(2) thin if for any n E w the set cr n {TL} x w is finite, 
(3) small if I{,n E w 1 ICJ n {n} x w( = No}/ < No, 
(4) shovt if I{n E w I 0 n (7~) x w # S}i < No. 
If f’:w + w is a map then denote wf = {(~n.m) / m 3 f(n)}. Then for any f: w i !J 
the set wf is thick. 
Let xl, : w’ + w where v E { 1.2) be the natural projections. If X C: w is infinite let 
rnx : ~j + X be the l-l map such that if i < j then mu, < mx(j). Let g C w2 be a 
thick subset and X = {n E w I Icr n { } n x t_d = NO} and X, = ~(an {mx(n)} x LJ). 
Define r+!~~ : w* + CT so that 
4h(7h k) = (m(n), mx,, (ICI). 
Then $. is an injection such that for any i E w there is m(i) E w such that gg({i} x w) C 
{m,(i)} x w where m(i) > m(j) if i > j which implies that for any thick S C w2 the 
set $(T (~5) is thick and for any thin 6, C w2 the set +g(e) is thin. 
We will use the following simple facts about topological groups: 
(5) a topological group H is an as-space if for any injection s : w2 + H such that 
~(71, m) + e E H as m + cx there is a convergent sequence K & H such that 
C’(K) is thick; 
(6) a sequential topological group H is Frechet if for any injection s : w’ + H such 
that s(n, m) + sn E H as m + cc and s, + e E H as n --$ cc the set 
s(w*) u {e} contains a nontrivial convergent sequence with the limit point e E H. 
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A space X is called a k,-space if X is a quotient space of a topological sum of 
countably many compact spaces. Every countable k,-space is sequential and a product 
of two &spaces is itself a k,-space (see [lo]). 
Two classical spaces S, and S, may be defined as follows. S, denotes the set w* U{w} 
with the following topology: all points of w* are isolated, a basic neighborhood of w is 
of the form {w} U (w2 \ 6) f or some thin 6, C: ~1~. 5’2 is the set w2 U w U {w} equipped 
with the topology in which every point of w2 is isolated, a basic neighborhood of n E w 
is of the form {n} U ({n,} x A) w h ere X C w is cofinite and a basic neighborhood of w 
is of the form {w} U X U (A x w \ 6) where X C w is cofinite and 0 C w* is thin. 
The following simple lemma was proved in [ 181. 
Lemma 1.1. A countable nondiscrete sequential topological group contains a closed 
copy of S2 provided it is a k,-space. 
Lemmas 1.2-1.6 are essentially [ 18, Lemmas 2.1-2.51. 
Lemma 1.2. Let K be countable family of subsets of G. Then there exists a countable 
family C(K) 2 K such that: 
(7) (a,} E C(K) for any a f G, 
(8) if ii E Q”, I? E C(KJrL then (2, I?) E C(K), 
(9) if K’ E C(K), . . : K’” E C(K) then U,<, K” E C(K), 
(10) if K C K’ and K’ has properties (7)-(9) then C(K) C K’. 
Lemma 1.3. If K = lJRctx Ice and Kc+ c KS/ if p < p’ then 
C(K) = u C(Kz). 
,?<a 
Lemma 1.4. If K is a countable family of compact subsets of G then C(K) is also a 
family of compact subsets of G. 
Lemma 1.5. Let K be a countable family of compact subsets of G. Let us introduce a 
new topology on G. We put U C G open if and only if U n K is relatively open for every 
K E C(K). Denote G with this topology as G(K). Then: 
(11) if a’ E Q” then the mapping p : G(K)” 4 G(K), p(b) = (Z, G) is continuous; 
(12) G(K) is a k,-*space. 
Lemma 1.6. For any K being a countable fumily of compact subsets of G and any U 
being a countable family of open subsets of G(K) one can fix a topology r(U, K) such 
that: 
(13) the mapping p: G’” + G where p(Z) = (6, Z), b’ E Q” is continuous in r(U, K), 
(14) r(U: K) is a Hausdor#group topology with a countable base, 
(1.5) U E ~(24, K) for any U E U, 
(16) +,K) ’ $ zs ner than the usual topology of G and coarser than the topology of 
G(K), and 
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(17) if U > ro(U’; K’) then ~(2.4, K) is finer thun r(U’,K’), where K and K’ are 
countable families of compact subsets of G and T~J(U. K) is a fixed countable 
base at 0 E G in r(U, Kc). 
The first part of the following lemma is a corollary of ( 16). The second part follows 
from the definition of C(K). 
Lemma 1.7. Let K be a countable family of compact subsets of G. Then 
(18) [f K E C(K) then the topologv of K as a subspace of G(K) coincides with the 
topology induced by G or r(U, K) ,f or any countable,famil.v U of open subsets 
of G(K), 
(19) if K’ t C(K U {K}) then there are K” E K and z E Q” such that K’ C 
n’(K) + K”. 
The next lemma may be easily proved by induction using countability of C(K) and 
the definition of G(K). 
Lemma 1.8. If K is a countable family of compact subsets of G and Z C G then either 
there exists K E C(K) such that Z 5 K or there exists an infinite D c Z such that D 
is a closed discrete subset of G(K). 
Let K be a countable family of compact subsets of G, t : ti’ + G be an injection. Let 
us say that t is a correct table in G(K) if properties (2O)t-(23)t hold 
(2Oh t(,m,n) 4 t, as rr + x in G(K) where t,,, $ t(d’) for rn E ~j and 0 $! t(w”) 
and either t, # tk: # 0 if m # k or t,, = 0 for all VI t J; 
(21h t,,, + 0 as rn + x in G(K); 
(22)t t(ti2) U {t,, 1 m t UJ} U (0) IS a compact subset of G in the usual topology of 
G. So t(ti2) = t(u2) u {tnL 1 rn E w} u (0) w h ere the closure is taken either in 
the usual topology of G or in G(K); 
(23)t for any thin 19 C w2 the set t(H) U (0) is a convergent sequence in G. 
The following property follows from the definition of G(K) and (2O)t-(21)t: 
(24h for every i E w, h’f = (t(i.71) 1 n, E d} U {t2} C K, E C(K) for some K, and 
Bt = {tTn 1 rn E w} U (0) C K E C(K) for some K. 
Using first-countability of G it is easy to show that if t’ : d7 + G is an injection such 
that t’(m, IL) --i ti as 71 + x in G(K) and t:,, - 0 as rn + x in G(K) then there 
exists a thick set cr C u2 such that t = t’ o r+~, is a correct table. 
Like Lemma 1.8 the lemma below may be proved by induction. 
Lemma 1.9. If K is a countable family of compact subsets of G and s : w’? + G is a 
correct tuble in G(K) then there exists a thick o C w2 such that either s(o) C K for 
some K E C(K) orfor any thin H C ~1~ the set s(l’lg(H)) cs a closed discrete subset of 
G(K). 
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2. Technical lemmas 
In what follows G will denote Q x Q. We will write GQ(K) and CQ(K) when we 
need to specify the group if both G and Q are considered. 
Lemma 2.1. Let K: be a countable family of compact subsets of G, s : w2 -+ G be 
a correct table in G(X) and U be a countable family of open subsets of G(IC). Let 
t, : w2 + G where u E (0, 1 } have the property: 
For any K E C(K) and any a E Q the set 
S -I( u (tV(w2) - K) 4’) (25) 
~Eto,lj 
is small. 
Then there is 8 C w2 such that 0 = { ( n,, mi) 1 i E u} where ni+l > Q, s(ni, mi) + 0 
as i + oc, in r(U,KJ andfor any K E C(X), any a’ E Q” 
(Z(@) u (0)) + K) n tv(w2) = P n ty(w=), 1/ E (0: 1); 
for some P E C(X). 
Proof. Let C(K) = {Ki}iEw. Using (25) choose e-1 = 0 and ek = s(nk, mk) for k E w 
so that Q+I > nk for any k E w and for k E w U { - 1) 
ek @ U (t,(w2)-(UKi+ii({eiii<k}))).a-’ (26) 
and 
ek E uk n S(W2): 
where ra(U,K) = {Uk}&,,“{__l). Here (2O),-(2l), and (16) are used. Now put 0 = 
{(n,, mi) 1 i E w} and consider the set R = d(s(0) U (0)) + K, for some n E w. 
We have a’ = (~1,. ,ak) for some k E w, and a’ E Q(a) for some i(Z) E w. The set 
A = { (2, g) 1 b’ E (0, l}“} \ (0) ’ IS fi ‘t m e so there exists r = max{na(a) 1 a E A} < cu. 
Let M = max{i(i;), T, n}. Then 
R= 
U a~ . e,, + . . . f Uk eik f K,. 
(21,...,ilc)E(WU{--l})k 
Put i Ee (it,. , ik) if and only if ciVzi a, # 0 or ei = 0. Now if al . e,, + + 
ak . eih = b E Q then there are {e,,, ,ejk} C {ei,,. . ,eik} U (e-1) such that 
a] ej, +. f ak . e,, = b and j, E, (jr,. . , jk) for any m 6 k. A point (it) , ik) in 
(wu{-1))” ‘. 11 d isca e essentialifi, E, (ir,...,ik)foranym< k.LetRc (wU{-1))” 
be the set of essential points. Then it follows from the discussion above that 
R= 
U ai es, + ‘. + al; . ebk + K,. 
(I, ,....ik)ER 
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Denote 
L= U 0, P’,, +. + fl& I?,, + K,,. (t,.....i~)ER\{i(r$Af}~ 
Now 
i+(H) u (0)) + K,, = R = (Z({e, 1 i < AI}) + K,,) u L. 
Suppose that there is a point t E &,(w’) n L then 
t = 111 e7, + ” + fLk . f’,k + f. 
where (II. , ik) E R \ {i 1 i < Al}’ and ,f E K,, We may assume that il = max{ i, / 
,j < X}. Then 
( c U” . e,, = 1 t - ((I,, . e3, + ” + (lk c,,, + f). 
2,=1, 
where j, < ir for i < k. Thus a = x1,,=,, n,, # 0 (because (il.. . . ik) E L?) and 
e,, = (t - (f +aj.e,, +...+nk.c,,,)).rl-‘, 
where si E Qnr, M < it, %-J(U) < r < AI < i,, f E K, and 1~ < hl < i, which 
contradicts (26). So ty(ti2) n L = 0. Put P = (?i({c, 1 i < AI}) + K7)). Then P E C(X) 
and R n ty(d2) = (P u L) n ty(d’) = P n tl,(d). q 
Lemma 2.2. Let K: be a countable fumily of compmct subsets of G. Let t : ti2 --) G arrd 
s : bj2 + G be correct tables in G(X) such that for any h’ E C(X) the set t-‘(K) is 
small. Then there is a thick o C ti2 such thatfor any 0 = { (~1,~. 711,) 1 i E LJ} & CT where 
n,+l > n, for i E UI, any a’ E Q” and any he E C(X) the set 
f-’ (n-(.$6’) u {0}) + K) 
is small. 
Proof. Let C(K) = {K2}2EW. Suppose that for some 0 # u E Q. P E C(Ic) and 
a’ E Q” the set 
I (27) 
is thick. Denote (. .) a- ’ = K’. Then K’ C L E C(Ic) for some L by (24)+ and for 
any 0 C w2 such that 6, C s-‘(L) and any K E C(K) the set 
t-’ (Z(s(H) u (0)) + K) 2 t-’ (Z(L) + K) 
is small. So assume that every set of the form (27) is small. Then choose by induction 
(nk. m”) E ti2 so that nk+l > rj,k and 
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and put 0 = { (nk, m) E w2 1 k E w, sm < mk}. If 8 C CJ is such that 0 = { (rzi, ml) 1 
i E w} where ni+, > ni then making 19 larger if necessary we may assume that 0 = 
{(q,mi) 1 i E w} where m, > mi. Put e-1 = 0 and ek = s(r?&,mk) for k E w then 
(28) gives 
_ ( u Ki + Z({ei I i < k} u 101))) .a-‘. 
i<k 
(291 
Considertheset R= ii(s(e) U {O})+K, = a({el, / k E w} U {O})+Kn whereZE Q”, 
n E w. Now a’ = (at,. . , ak) for some k E w so a’ E Q(a) for some i(Z) E w. The set 
A = {(i?, 6) 1 b’ E (0, l}“} \ (0) fi ‘t 1s m e so there exists T = max{nQ(a) / a E A} < 00. 
Put M = max{i(ri), T, n}. Now 
R= 
U 
al . ei, + .. . + ak eik + Kn. 
(il,...,Zk)ER 
whereCiuYiaV#Oore,=Ofor(il,. ..,i~)~~and~isasinLemma2.1.S0 
a’({ek 1 k E w} U (0)) + K, = R = (ii({ei / i < AI} U (0)) + K,) U L, 
where 
L= 
U 
al e,, + . . + ask . eik + K,,. 
(i, ,...,i,)EQ\{ili<M}k: 
If for some m > AJ the set t({m} x w) n L is infinite then 
a~ . e,(l,l) + . + ak ei(k,l) + fz = t(m, kl), 1 E w, 
where kl+l > kl, f’ E K,, (i(1, I), . . . , i(k, I)) E R \ {i 1 i 6 Ad}“. If there are s, 1 E w 
such that i(s,l) > m > M and 1:(s,l) = max{i(s’,l) / s’ < k} then 
( c ) 
a, . qs,l) = t(m, h) - (f + al . ej(l,Z) + + ak ej(k,l)), 
i(u,l)=i(s.l) 
where j(~, 1) < i(s, I) if v < k and ~z(V,l)=2(s,lj a, = a # 0, a E A and thus rzQ(a) < 
r < M < m < i(s,l) so 
127 
contradicting (29). So 
(1 I . P,(]>l) f. ‘. + fLk . fTi(X../) + f’ = t(7rL I;[). I t J. 
where A:r+l > kr and i(.s: a) < art, (i(1. /). . . . i(X:. I)) E L? \ {i ( i < M}“. The set 
u CL1 C,([,l) + . ‘. + flk f’i(kJ) c i?({C~~ 1 i < /rt} u {O}) 
1tLL 
is finite so the set 
is compact in G(K). But the set 
K’ n {t(nL. 71) 1 7L E UI} 
is infinite so by (20)+ and (24)t there is bt E Bf such that 
(11 . c,(j,~) + . . . + (Lk ci(k,j) + f = bt 
for some 1 E LJ, f E K,,. Let j = max{l;(j’. I) 1 j’ < k} then j > M and 
and 
pjE B’- uK~+n’({c;~i<j}u{O}) ( ( -a-‘> i<j 1) 
where u = Cic, I)_ ol, # 0, no < j, (5 E Q contradicting (29). So {t(m. ,/I) 1 
71 E ti} n 15 is finite for rr!, > M and the set t-‘(L) is small. Now put N = 
z({e, 1 i < hf} U (0)) + K,,. Then N E C(K) and t-‘(_V) is small. So t-‘(R) = 
t-‘(X U L) is small. q 
Lemma 2.3. Let K: be a countable family of compact subsets of G, let s : a2 + G 
be a correct table in G(K), t, : ti’ + G, v E (0, 1 } be injections, such that for any 
K E C(Ic), any a” E Q” the set t~‘(~(s(d)) + K) is small, “0’ (K) n t;‘(K) is short. 
Then there is f : w + IC: such that 
to’ (t?(.5(d)) + K) n t;’ (qs(wf)> + I<) 
is short jtir an)’ Z E Q”, K E C(X). 
Proof. Let { (Zi . K,) 1 i E LJ} be the set of all pairs such that Zz E Q”, Ki E C(K). 
If (r & ~1~ is short let A(O) = min{r& E (*I 1 ({i 1 i 2 7~) x LJ) f’~ (T = 0). For a 
small 0 C w* let sm(U) = min{n E w 1 {k} x w f? 8 is finite for k > n}. Let also 
S’;;, = s({7u} x {i / 1 2 n}) U {s,,,} where s(m.n) + s,,, as TZ. -3 cxj in C(K). Let us 
choose by induction f(k) E w such that if rl 6 k and 
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pn = u Sfci) u BS. 
i<n 
K=max ~m(t~‘(&(s(~*)) +&));A fl t;‘(&(P)+K,) 
i ( 
, (30) 
YEIO,II 
then 
sh 
( 
n t,‘(&(PIC) + Kn) < A&. (31) 
UEIO,‘I > 
Suppose that f(k) E w have been chosen so that (30)-(31) hold for n 6 k 6 N where 
N E w and let n 6 N. Put PJF” = S&+, U PN. Then both PN and P]fl” are compact 
subsets of G(K), njEw P?y+’ = PN and 
t,’ (ZJP”) + K,) = t,’ (q CpY+‘) +Kn) 
= n t;‘(&(P;““) + K,), u E (0, l}. 
.lEU 
(32) 
and by Lemma 1.8 and (20),-(21),, PdNtl C K E C(K) for some K so the set 
n t,’ (&(P;+‘) + K,) 
uE(O.1) 
is short. Thus the set 
({i j i 3 A&} x w) n n t,‘(&(P;+‘) + K,) 
UE{O,‘) 
c ({i 1 i 3 K) x w) n t~‘(Zn(s(w*)) + Kn) 
is finite by (30). So using (30), (31) for k = IV, (32) and the fact that PiN+’ 2 PjN+’ if 
i > j one can find j(n) E w such that 
(ii 1 i 3 nq x w) n n t,’ (i;l,(Pj~$‘) + K,,) = 0. 
610,‘) 
Iff(N+1)=max{j(n)~n~N}then(30)and(31)holdforn~N,n~k~6+l 
and thus by the definition of Al, for n. < k < N + 1. Let a’ = (au,. . . , a,,) for some 
m E w, K E C(X) then (2, K) = (&, K,) for some n E w and if b, E s(wf) where 
i < m then {be, . . . , b,,} C P” for k E w and by (31) 
({i(WK}xw)n n t,‘(~~({bo,....b,})+K,) =0. 0 
VE{O.I} 
Lemma 2.4. Let K: be a countable family of compact subsets of G, s : w* -+ G be a 
correct table in G(K) such that for any thin t3 C w2 the set s(d) is a closed discrete 
subset of G(X). Let K E C(X), a E Q and t : w* + G be a correct table in G(X) such 
that 
- - 
s(w*) 5 (t(w*) + K) . a-‘. 
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Then there exists s’ : w2 --) G a correct table in G(K) such that s’(w’) C t(w2) and for 
any i+zite thin 6 C w2 there is an injinite thin 8 & d2 such that 
.s(Q) c (s’(6) + “) . a-‘. 
Proof. Let us first consider the case when 
~ __ 
s(J) c t(J2) + K. 
Then choose s”(m, n) E t(w2) and f(m. n,) E K for m, r1 E w such that 
s”(m. n) + f(m, n) = s(7n, 7X). 
Using compactness of K one can choose a thick (T C: in’ such that f(qC(i,j)) + f, 
as j --+ X, ,fz + f as i + x. Since by (20),9 s(m,7~) ---t sTrc as n. + CC one has 
that ~“(y:~(,i.j)) 4 si as j + CC for some s: E t(w2) and s: + fi = s,,,(i) where 
$~~({j} x w) s {m(i)) x w. Similarly .sz --) s’ as i --f x and s’ + f = 0. If infinitely 
many sets of the form {s”(~*~~(i,j)) 1 j E w} are finite then there are n(i)> k(i) E ~j 
where i E w such that rr(i + 1) > n(i) and ~“(4i/~(77(1:). k(i))) = .s:,(~). Then 
{ .$QL) + f(& (M. W)) I % E u} 
= {s//(,~,(n(i),k(i))) + f($,(n(i).k(i))) j i E ti} 
= {s(?&~rL(i),k(i))) ) i E cd} 
is an infinite closed discrete subset of G(K) but 
{ 
s;(i) + j+/&(n(i),IC(1:))) 1 i E d} c: ({s:,(i) 1 i E UJ} u {-f}) + K 
with the last set compact. So changing c if necessary we may assume that if (i. j) # 
(i’,j’) then .~“($~(1:,j)) # s”($~~(i’.j’)) and either si = Y’ for every i E w or si, # 
s:, # s’ if % # i’. Put s’(i,,j) = .~“(lj?~(j,,j)). Similar considerations give that every 
subset of the form 
{s’(7ni;n,,) / i E w} = {cs(7i~,( m,,n;)) ~ .f(?&((m,.nJ) 1 i E d}, 
where m.,+l > m, is a closed discrete subset of G(K). It follows that S = s’(w2) U {sg 1 
i E d} U {s’} is a closed subspace of G(K) which is not locally compact at s’. Since at 
every point except 0 the subspace t(w2) c G(K) is locally compact one has that s’ = 0. 
Using first-countability of G we may assume, making cr smaller if necessary, that S is 
compact in G and for any thin 8 C w2 the set s’(6) U (0) is a convergent sequence in 
G. Now if S C: w2 is infinite and thin then H = ‘UjC(h) is infinite and thin and 
s(Q) = {S”($&n,n)) +f(&r(711~JIi)) ( (m,n) E 6) c s’(0) +K. 
In general case it is enough to consider the map CL s instead of s. 0 
The next lemma is used in the construction of Example 3.2. 
Lemma 2.5. Let K be a countable j2unily of compact subsets of Q. Let s : w3- + Q be 
an injection such that s(m. n) + 0 as n + CC in G(K) and for any thin 19 C ti2 the set 
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s(O) is a closed discrete subset of G(X). Let S C Q be such that S U (0) is compact 
in G(X). Let A,I E w and K be a compact subset of G(X) such thut K n S = 0. Then 
there is a thick o C w2 such that @(s(a) U (0)) + K) n S = 0 for any 1; E C&l. 
Proof. Denote 
E = {(%IXJ 1 GE QM. C= (11,;. _,uL), F’E (0; I}“} \ (0). 
Suppose that for any n < N an infinite set I,, C w and i,,, E w have been constructed so 
that i, > irn for m < n < N and for any IZ E Q~,J 
(i( u s({in} x In) u (0)) + K) n S = 0. 
1L<N 
Let ii: 6 E &, p E E. Denote 
P = ‘i( u s({in} x I,,) u {O}) + K. 
n,<N 
Then P is a compact subset of G(K). Suppose that there are infinitely many k > i,+t 
such that there exists 11, E w such that for any j > 1k 
(p s(k; lr,) + q {s(k, j’) 1 j’ > j} u (0)) + P) n s # 0. 
Let ki > i~-l, I, E w where i E w be such that k,+l > k, and for any i E w and any 
j > 1, 
( 
p s(ki: 12) + C({s(kzrj’) 1 3' >j} u {o})+ P) ns # 0. (33) 
Consider the set D = {p . s(ki, li) 1 i E w}. Then D is a closed discrete subset of G(K). 
Since P and S U (0) are compact there is i E w such that 
(p . s(ki, 1%) + P) n (S U (0)) = 0. (34) 
Now 
n ${s(ki,?) I j’)j> u 10)) = u’ n {s(Jci,j’) I j’ > j} u (0) = -lo), 
Jew ( JEd > 
so since S U (0) is compact, then by (34) there exists j E w such that 
( 
P. s(kt,L) + ~((4k.j') / ~'>j} u {o})+P) n(Su (0)) = 0 
contradicting (33). Thus there is R(u?, u’.p) E w such that for any k > R(w’, tZp), any 
1 E UJ there is j > 1 such that 
2,. s(k, 1) + u'({s(k, j’) 1 j’ > j} u (0)) 
+ 7z( U c~({l:n> x I,,) U {0}) + K) n S = 0. 
Il<N 
(35) 
Let R = max{R(w’, 7T.p) 1 72. ii E Qtr. p E E}. Then for any rl’. Z E &I. p t E, 
X, > R, any I E ic! there is ,j > I such that (35) holds. Put i,~ = R+ 1 and choose 71, E d 
for i E d such that rr,+j > II, and for any rT;. ~7 E Q.11. any p E E, any i E ii: 
(p. .s(i,v. t7,) + ii({s(i,v. II,,) 1 i’ > i} U (0)) 
+I? ( U r~({i,,}~r,,)u{o} +I< n.S=U ,r<N > > (36) 
and put 1~ = { 11, 1 i E d}. Let II; t Q,qr, ci: = (ult.. u~L’) and {q,:. >q~t} C 
U n<,,T+I 4{irl> x Irl) U (0). A ssume without loss of generality that (41. . (IL!} n 
s({i,v} x 1,~) = { qI>. .q~~~}, qI = s(iN.v,) and {q,.. .q~,,} n {s(i.~~.n,,~) 1 j’ < 
j} = vi. Put p = .&=,, II’,. We may assume without loss of generality that J, # 0 
(otherwise we would consider the set {q;. . cl;,} where qi = 0 if ye = ql and ~1; = yl 
otherwise for I 6 L’) so p E E. Put r?” = ((I’/,“+~. , II-L/) and 17 = (7~~. uLt) 
where 7~ = 0 if ql = q1 and /I/ = (1’1 otherwise for and 1 < L’. Then $‘, ii E Qhr. Now 
(rl11 (11 + .. + li’l,f . (1~8) E p .s(i?i. tt,) + G({s(i~v. II,) 1 i > ,j} U (0)) 
+ 71” u S({il,} 
( 
x I,,) u (0) + A-. 
I!<.% > 
so by (36) 
((I’] (11 + + U’l,’ (IL’) q! s. 
Thus for any tZ E Q,tl 
(( 
rl; u .s({in} xI~~)u{O} +I< nS=@ 
il<.Vfl i 1 
so one can construct by induction for any 11 E LL! an infinite set I,, C w and ‘i,, E u! such 
that for any IT: E Qn, 
(( IT: U ~({i,,} xI~~)u{O} +I< nS=ti. 11 Ed > 1 
Put 0 = lJ,,G,{i,l> x I,,. 0 
Let S’ = {I/?[ ) u E NJ> U (0) i Q, S’ = {S’}. By Lemma 1.1 and (12) there 
exists an injection t : 2 - Q such that t(d’) is homeomorphic to Sz in GG(S’) so 
for any K E CQ(S’ ) the set t-’ (K) is short. We may also assume without loss of 
generality that f is a correct table in G,s(S’). Let ta : d2 4 Q x Q and tt : w’ -+ Q x Q 
be defined as follows: to(m. n) = (t(rrl.. II). 0), tl (,rrt, tl.) = (0. t(7n. n)). Then ta and tl 
are correct tables in G(S2) where 5” = (5” x (0) U (0) x 5”) and S’ = {S’}. Denote 
T, = tl/o where v E (0. I}. Then by (22),, 7’,, is a compact subset of G = Q x Q. 
Let Si = {(S’ x (0))) and Sf = (((0) x S’)}. Then the identity on Q x Q gives the 
homeomorphisms G(S’) = G(Si U Sf) = G,(S’)‘. Using this and the property of k 
mentioned above it can be shown that for any K E C(S’) the set f,;‘(K) n f:‘(K) is 
short and for any K E C(S’ U {T,}) the set t;:_,(K) is short and thus is small where 
I/ E (0. I}. 
Lemma 2.6. (CH) Let {On}REd, list all subsets of G und {ZCY}NEw’, list all subsets 
sf G’ so that 0” = 2, = 0, {s,,}(~~~, list all injections s : w2 4 G such that euch 
s E {s,},Ew, repeats ~JI times. Then there ure countahle,fumilies K,, of compact subsets 
of G und countable families 24, of subsets of G such thutjkw every Q E wsl :
(37) ij’r’J < Q then Kij C K,,, S’ E K,, 
(38) ifs, is u correct table in G(K;j) for some :j < a then sn(w2) u (0) contains a 
nontrivial sequence converging to 0 in G(Ka), 
(39) if U E U,j for some aI < CI then 0’ is open in G(K,,), 
(40) if O,, is open in G(K,) then 0, t &, 
(41) for every .:-I < (Y the topology of G(K*) is finer than r(Ut,, K(j), 
(42) 2, is either not closed in G(K,,)’ or is closed in r(U(,,. Krr)‘, 
(43) ifK E C(&-J u {Z,}) w h ere v E (0, l} and jj < cy then tFJV(K) is small, 
(44) for evep K E C(K: ) j w h ere 3 < (2 the set “0’ (K) n tl’ (K) is short. 
Proof. Put Ko = {S2}, UC, = {O}. Then (37)-(44) are easy to check. Suppose that the 
families K,, and 24, have been constructed so that they satisfy conditions (37)-(44) for 
all 01 < K where K E dI. Put 
(45) 
If 2, is closed in G(K)’ let {!&},i,, be a family of open subsets of G(K) that witnesses 
that and put 
U(2) = U(I) u {Li)&J. (46) 
Otherwise put U(2) = U(I). If 0, is open in G(K) put 
U& = U(2) u (0,). (47) 
Otherwise tr, = Z+,. Let us prove that every U E U, is open in G(K). It is enough 
to show that for any U E UC,) and any K E C(K) the intersection U n K is relatively 
open in G. Now by (45) U is open in T(&. K,) for some n < K and by (45), (37), 
(41) and Lemma 1.3 we may assume without loss of generality that K E C(K,,). So by 
(16), (18) and the definition of G(K) the set U n Ir’ is relatively open in G. Thus the 
topology 7(UK! K) is well-defined. 
Assume that s, is a correct table in G(K,) f br some N < K. Then s, is a correct table in 
G(K). We will look for a thin set H i w2 such that K, = KU{(s(~)U{O})} satisfies (37) 
and (39)-(44) where s is some correct table in G(K). Then if there exists K E C(Kc,) 
such that s,‘(K) contains an infinite thin subset then by (23),sp, and (18), (38) holds. So 
if s is chosen so that for any infinite thin 0 C w2 there is K E C(K U {(s(d) U (0)))) 
such that s;‘(K) contains an infinite thin subset then (37)-(44) will hold. One of the 
examples of such s is s = sfi o qjlT for some thick (7 C w*. Another example is given in 
Lemma 2.4. For the sake of convenience we will assume in such cases that s, has the 
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additional properties of $7 instead of introducing a new correct table. Let us consider two 
cases. 
Ctrsr 1. There are (1 E Q and h- E C”(K) such that the set 
s, ( u (t&J’) - K) cl-’ I/E{O.l} 1 
is thick. 
Then without loss of generality we may assume that .s,(LJ’) C (f I (a’) ~ K) (I-’ and 
thus 
5, (i*?Z) c (T, - K) n-‘. 
By Lemma 1.9 we may also assume that for any thin B C d’ the set ~~(0) is closed and 
discrete in G(K) so by Lemma 2.4 we may assume that 
m c T, 
and thus by (43), (37) and Lemma 1.3 for any K E C(K), and any Z E Q” the set 
“‘~‘(Z(.S,(J) + “) 
is small. By (44) and Lemma 1.3 for any Ii’ E C(K) the set 
f,;‘(K) n t;‘(K) 
is short. By Lemma 2.3 we may assume now that for any ii E Q” and any K E C(K) 
the set 
f;‘(qS,o) + “) n f;‘(qs&‘)) + K) (48) 
is short. Using (43) and applying Lemma 2.2 twice one may assume that for any K E 
C(K U {TV}), any H C d2 such that H = {(r’,i. 772~) 1 i t LJ} C: d2 where 7~,+’ > 71,. any 
Z E Q’x the set 
q:,, (Z(.% (8) u (0)) + A-) (49) 
is small where 11 E (0, l}. Choose H = { (71,. /r/,,) 1 i E J} C L,-? so that for i g L 
II,,+’ > 71, for any % E w and s,(n,;,m,) + 0 as i + zx in r(Z&.K) and put 
K, = Ku {(s&q u (0))). (50) 
Then (37) holds by (45) and (50). To prove (39) it is enough to show that for any U E UK. 
any K E G(K,) the intersection U n hT is relatively open in G. By (18) and (19) we 
may assume without loss of generality that K = Z(s, (0) U (0)) + K’ for some a’ E Q”. 
Ii” t C(K). Then by the choice of Q K is compact in r(Z&, K) and since U E U,. then 
TJ is open in r(&, Ic) and Un K is relatively open in r(Z&, K). Now since K is compact 
in 7(U,. K) the intersection 1J f’ K is relatively open in G by (16). So (39) holds. (40) 
holds by (45)-(47) and the fact that the topology of G(K) is finer than the topology of 
G(K,). If /7’ < K then by (45). ro(U,,.Icp) (I Z& so by (17), r(u,,K,) is finer than 
r(ZAij. K/j). Since by (16) the topology of G(K,) IS fi ner than r(Z4,, Kc,) (41) holds. (42) 
holds by the choice of {L2}2E_., (46)-(47) and the fact that the topology of G(K) is finer 
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than the topology of G(L). If K E C(K, u {T,}) = C(K u {T,} u ((~~(0) u (0)))) 
then by (19) 
K C Z(s,@) u (0)) + K’ 
for some a’ E Qso, K’ E C(KU {TV}). Then by (49) and the choice of f3 the set t;lu(K) 
is small. So (43) holds. Similarly (44) holds by (19) and (48). Now (38) holds by the 
choice of 0 and the remark before Case 1. 
Case 2. For any a E Q, any K E C(K) the set 
S,’ ( u (L(w*) - K) .a-‘) 
VE(0.l) 
is small. 
Using (43) and applying Lemma 2.2 twice one may assume without loss of generality 
that for any K E C(K U {Ty}), any B C w* such that 6’ = {(ni,mi) ( i f w} where 
n,+l > n2 for any i E w, any Z E Q” the set 
tl-_l,, (Z( s,(e) u (0)) + K) 
is small. By Lemma 2.1 choose 0 = { ( q, mi) / i E w} so that ni+t > ni for any i E w 
and sn(ni, mi) + 0 as % --f x in r(Z&, ic) and for any K E C(K), any a’ E Q” 
(Z(sK(H) u (0)) + K) n ty(w2) = P n L(w*): v E {0, l}; 
for some P E C(K). Put 
K, = K: u {(s&q u CO,)}. 
Then (37)-(44) may be checked similarly to Case 1. 0 
Let St, S’ be as in the remark before Lemma 2.6. Then by Lemma 1.1 and [16, 
Lemma 2. l] there is an injection t : w* + Q such that t(w*) U (0) is a closed subset of 
G(S) homeomorphic to S, so t(m) n) +Oasn-+ncforeverymEwinG(S’)and 
for any K E G(S’) the set t-‘(K) is short. 
Lemma 2.7. (CH) Let {On}aEw, and {Z,),,,, list all subsets of Q so that 00 = 20 = 
0, {.%)cYEW list all injections s : w2 -+ Q such that euch s E {s~}~+ repeats WI times. 
Then there are countable families K, of compact subsets of Q, countable families U, of 
subsets of Q, compact subsets K, of Q, subsets D, of Q such that for every Q E WI: 
(51) L = Ufi<a fcB u {k-a}, S’ E L 
(52) if s, is such that s(m,rt) + 0 as n + x in G(Ko) for some /3 < Q then 
K, C s,(w*) U (0) and s,‘(K,) is thick; otherwise K, = S’, 
(53) K, is a nontrivial convergent sequence with the limit point 0 in G(K,), 
(54) if 0, is open in G(K,,) then 0, E I&, 
(55) if U E L/o for some D < cy then U is open in G(K,), 
(56) for every p < cv the topology of G(K,) is finer than r(Uo, KL~), 
(57) if there is no K E C(Kc,) such that 2, C K then D, C 2, is a closed infinite 
discrete subset in r(&, K,); otherwise D, = 8, 
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(58) for any K E C(Ic,) there is IL E LJ such thut 
Knt({n} x W) = $9. 
Proof. Put K0 = {S’}, KO = S’, & = {fl}, DO = {@}. Then (51)~(58) are easy to 
check. Suppose that families Kc,,, U,, and the sets K,,, D, have been constructed so that 
they satisfy conditions (51)-(58) for all Q < K where K E dt. Put 
u,,, = u ro(&.~0) u u z&% K = u KY. (59) 
(I<!? (Yiti (1<H 
If there is no K E C(X) such that 2, C K then by Lemma 1.8 there is D, C: 2, such 
that D, is an infinite closed discrete subset of G(K). Let {Li}iEti be a family of open 
subsets of G(K) that witnesses that and 
U(2) = U(l) u {~t)a& (60) 
If 0, is open in G(K) put 
z& = U(?) u (0,). (61) 
Otherwise U, -= Uc2). Assume that s, is such that s(m, n) + 0 as n + 30 in G(K,) for 
some Q < K. Using first-countability of Q we may assume that for any thick g C d2 the 
set s,(a) U (0) IS a convergent sequence in Q, Let {(Z; K) 1 a’ E Q”, K E C(Ic)} = 
{ (Fi,,. K,) 1 n E LJ}. Let us construct by induction b,,, j, E ~1, infinite sets J,, C d and 
thick sets crl, 2 w2 such that for any 71 E w nn+l C grL, jrl+t > i,, , jTL+I > j,, and 
u {.il,} X JI, c 0,~ (62) 
k<ll 
and for any 1 < 11 
(&(Y~(~,~) u (0)) + KI) n t({&} x w) = 69. (63) 
Suppose that :r,,,j, E w, J, C: w, cr 1L C w2 have been constructed for every r/, < N. 
N E icf so that (62)-(63) hold. Let 
s = s, 0 l$,,,_, 
Denote 
P= u 
CC 
a’[ /_j &({jk} X Jk)U (0) -t&-r 
> 1 
(64) 
i<Nt1 k<N 
Then we may assume without loss of generality that P 2 P’ for some P’ E C(&). By 
(58) one can choose iv E w such that iN > i, for r) < N and P n t({iN} x W) = f,!~. 
Now by Lemma 2.5 there is thick 0 C w* such that 
(&+((T) u (0)) f P) n t({iN} X W) = 0 (65) 
for any n < N + 1. Let jN E ti be such that j, > j,, for 71 < N, $I~,~ _, ({j’} x ti) i 
{Jo} x w for some j’ E w and JN = TZ($,,._, ({j’} x UJ n o)) is infinite. Put 
k<N 
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Then (62) holds. Let 1 < N + I, i;r = (~1, . . . a,) for some m E w, {q, , . . ! qrT1} 2 
S,(ITN) U {0}, p E Kl. We may assume without loss of generality that for some m,’ < m, 
(41:. - qllz.~) C s(o) and {qmt+l ). 1 qnL} 5 Ukcn: s,({jk} x Jk:) u (0). Then 
r = nl 0 + “. + a,, .o + Una’+l q,,,,+1 + . . . + u,, qTrL + p E P 
and 
q = aI ql + “. + a,,1 q,’ + us,,,+1 0 + . + u,n .o E o;(s(c7) u (0)). 
SO 
ai . q1 f. ‘. + a, q7n + p = q + I’ E (;I(s(cJ) u (0)) + P 
and by (65) 
(al .ql +~~~+a,,l;q,) @({iN} X w). 
so (63) holds. Put g = n,,,, alL. Then by (62) p is thick. Put K, = s,(a) U {0}, 
K, = K U {K,}. Then (5 l)-(57) may be checked as in Lemma 2.6. If K E C(Kc,) then 
by (19) K C z(KR) + K’ for some K’ E C(K), Z E Q”. If (ii> K’) = (i;l. I(l) for 
some I E in then by (63) 
K n t({in} x u) = 0 
for 72 > 1. So (58) holds. 0 
3. Examples 
In the example below a countable Frechet topological group with sequential non- 
Frtchet square is constructed. 
Example 3.1. (CH) Let K = Uncw, C(K,,) where K, are countable families of compact 
subsets of Q x Q constructed in Lemma 2.6. Let rls be the set Q x Q equipped with the 
topology defined as follows: TJ 2 6 is open if U n K is relatively open for all K E K. 
The following fact easily follows from (41) and the definition of G(KC,,). 
Fact. For any (Y E wI the topology of @ is$ner than r(&. K,). 
Consider now an arbitrary 0 open in 6. Then 0 = 0, for some n E wi and 0, is 
open in the topology of G(Ka) which is finer than the topology of 6. Thus by (40) and 
(15) 0, is open in r(&. K,). It follows from the fact and what we have proved above 
that the topology of C3 is the common refinement for the family {r(&, Kc,) 1 o: E WI}. 
So 6 is a topological group. 
Let 2 C 8* be an arbitrary subset. Then 2 = Z, for some o E ~1. If Z is a nonclosed 
subset of G(K,)* then since G(KCol)* is sequential being a product of two Ic,-spaces there 
is a sequence in Z converging to a point outside Z in the topology of G(K,)? and thus 
in the coarser topology of 8’. If 2 is closed in G(K:,)2 then Z is closed in r(&, Kn)2 
by (42) and thus Z is closed in the finer topology of 6’. Thus B2 is sequential. 
Suppose that 6 is not Frechet. Then there exists an injection s : d”‘? + Q x Q such that 
s( 1)). /I) + t,, as I) + 3c in 6 and t,,, + 0 as 111 -- x in 6 and there is no sequence 
in ~(~1’) converging to 0 in 6. Then by the definition of the topology of 6 for every 
I) E b> there is I\-,, E c’(K,,,, ) for some (I,, t dl such that I<,, (1 .s(,{ II} x d) is intinite 
and 11-c) P {f,,, 1 rt~ E ti} is infinite. Takin g ,j = sup{ o,, ) II E d} and passing to the map 
so Qm for some thick (T 2 ~1’ if necessary we may assume without loss of generality that 
s is a correct table in G(K,j). Then s -= s,, for some (L > .j and .ci(~~‘) U (0) contains a 
nontrivial convergent sequence with the limit point 0 in G(K,,) by (38). a contradiction. 
So 6 is Frechet. 
Now (ta(rr.k),ft(rr..k)) + (s[;.s;‘) as X, + x in 6’ and (,$;.s;‘) + (0.0) as II - x) 
in C5j2. Suppose that (t,~(nl.~,).tl(r,,.x,,)) + (0.0) as i - x in 6’. Then passing to a 
subsequence if necessary we may assume without loss of generality that 
{tu(/I,.X~,) 1 i E d}U {t,(n,.X.,) 1 i Ed] c A- E K 
for some K. Then I< E C(K,,) for some (I E dr. The set {([1,.X:,) 1 i E d} is infinite 
and thin and t,,‘(K) n t;‘(K) > {(r/,.X.,) 1 i E d} contradicting (44). So 6’ is not 
Frechet. 
In the next example a construction of an o; non (~2 topological group is given. 
Example 3.2. (CH) Let K = UlltLC,, (‘(K,,) where li,, are countable families of compact 
subsets of Q constructed in Lemma 2.7. Let 6 be the set Q equipped with the topology 
defined as follows: U C @ is open if TT n I< is relatively open for any I< E K. Then as 
in Example 3.1 6 is a topological group and the following holds. 
Now the fact above and (57) give the following fact. 
The definition of 6 gives that 6 is a quotient space of a topological sum of a family 
of metrizable compact spaces so rt5 is sequential. 
If s : _,I’ 4 @ is any injection such that s(r~/. II) - 0 as II -+ x; for every YII E d then 
passing to the map s o L”, for some thick (T c di7 . at necessary we may assume without 
loss of generality that .s(T~I. r~) - 0 as I> - x in some G”(K ,). ,j E ~1. Then s = s,, for 
some o > ,j and as in Example 3.1 (S2), (53) give that there is a convergent sequence 
I<,, with the limit point 0 in G(K,,) such that s-‘(I<(,) is thick. So 6 is 03 by (5). 
Now t(rn. /I) + 0 as u - x for every t/1 E J. If there is a compact set K C d such 
that t-‘(Z<) n {i} x d is infinite for every i E d then by Fact 2 we may assume that 
Ii t C(K,,) for some ct E di. Then by (58) there is i t in, such that rint({i} x d) = ti. 
A contradiction. So 6 is not (t?. 
To prove the equivalence of (t 1.5 and (~1 for Frechet topological group we need some 
preliminary definitions and results. 
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Let H be a topological group. Let us say that a sequence S & H is normal if e .$ S, 
S is infinite and S converges to e. If S, ,571, Sz are normal sequences then let us say 
that St is S-reducible to Sz if for any x E St there are 2’ E S2 and x” E S such that 
(x”)_’ . x’ = gJ. 
Lemma 3.3. Let H be a topological group, S. 5”. S” C H be normal sequences. Then 
there is a normal sequence S”’ C H such that S’ is S-reducible to S”’ and S”’ n S” = 8. 
Proof. Let S = {x,},~~, S’ = {z:},,,~~, S” = {x~}~~~. Suppose that for n < N, N E w 
‘i,, E w have been chosen so that ilLfl > i,, z,[,, . XL @ S”. Consider the sequence S. &, 
It has zh # e as its limit point and is infinite. So there is %,IJ t w such that iN > 1:,,, for 
rb < N and z~,,, x’~ $ S”. Now put S”’ = {z,,, x;,},~~. 0 
Let us call a sheaf {Sn}nEw closed if e is the only cluster point of UILEti S,, in H. If 
e E H is a G6-point and (Sn}7sEti is a normal sheaf then there is a normal closed sheaf 
{%)7&J such that every S:, is a cofinite subset of S,. Indeed if { U,c},Ltw is a family of 
open subsets of H such that Un+t C_ U,, and nnEW U,, = e then put S,:,, = S, f’ U,,. To 
prove that a group H is ~1 it is enough to check that for every normal sheaf {Sn}7LEw 
with vertex e E H there is a sequence S converging to e such that for every 71 E w 
S n S, is cofinite in S,. Now if { S71}ntw is closed it is enough for S to be compact. 
Proposition 3.4. If H is a Fre’chet topological group and H is an a 1,5-space then H is 
an 0 1 -space. 
Proof. Let S c H be a normal sequence. It is enough to consider a countable H. Then 
by the remark above it is enough to prove that if {Sn},zEd is a normal closed sheaf then 
there is a compact subset K 2 H such that K intersects each S,, in a cofinite set. Using 
Lemma 3.3 one can construct a normal sheaf { SJ1},LtlJ such that UiGn S, is S-reducible 
to Sk,. Now if P is compact and intersects infinitely many S:, in a cofinite set then 
K=(Su{e})-‘.P’t m ersects each S,, in a contrite set. Since H is an cut.5-space such 
P exists. 0 
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